


 

 
 

, _____________________________________________, _________________________, 

 ___________________________________  

__________________

, 

-

-CoV-

 

______ ( ) _______ _____________ 

 _______________________ 

COVID-19. 

____________________________________, 

 ___________________ 

_____________________ e-mail 

______________________________________,  

 

  

1. ___________________________________,   __________________________________, 

2 ___________________________________,   __________________________________, 

3. ___________________________________,   __________________________________, 

 

                   _________________________ 

 

 

 

______________________________________ 



 

S T A T E M E N T 

for self-isolation  

 

I, the undersigned, ____________________________, Passport No./ID number 

_____________________ from _________________________, employed at _______________ 

at/in  ____________________, declare under full personal, moral, material and criminal 

responsibility that i will perform obligatory self-isolation within a duration of 14 

(fourteen) days, therebly complying with the written Decision on recommendations for 

prevention, provisional measures, compulsory measures, purpose-specific protocols, 

plans and algorithms for procedures for protection of the health of the population 

against the COVID-19 contagious disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, cases, and 

on the period of application thereof. 

I declare that on _____ (day)____ ( month ) _________ (year), i entered the Republic of 

North Macedonia after staying in country __________ affected by coronavirus COVID 19. 

I will conduct self-isolation at _____________ (address) in the city ___________ and in 

case of emergency i will be available for the entire duration of self-isolation at the 

following telephone number _____________. 

At the same time, i declare that compulsory self-isolation for a minor traveller  a 

family member, will be also carried out:  

1. __________________________, with Passport No./ID number  ________________________, 

2. __________________________, with Passport No./ID number  ________________________, 

3. __________________________, with Passport No./ID number  ________________________, 

          Signature 

         _______________________ 

Certification by an official person from  

Ministry of the Interior of   

the Republic of North Macedonia  

 

______________________________________ 

(signature and seal) 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

-  

- ,  

 

 -

-

SARS-CoV- . 

 

 

                   _________________________ 

 

 

 

 

______________________________________ 



STATEMENT 

for transit  

 

I, ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

holder of Passport No./ID number ______________________________  using a vehicle, with  

 

registration plates No.  ____________________________    hereby confirm that I am  

 

travelling with ________________ co-passengers (state the number) and that in the course 

of the transit from  _______________________________________________ 

to   _____________________________________________ (state the countries)  I shall abide by 

the prescribed period for transit through the territory of the Republic of North Macedonia: 

(3 hours _____________________________to be marked by a representative of the Ministry of 

the Interior) or 

(5 hours ___________________________to be marked by a representative of the Ministry of 

the Interior), 

furthermore confirming that I shall not deviate from the designated route for transiting, 

as well as that I shall obligatorily present this Statement upon exit from the country to the 

border police (and if I do not present the Statement, I accept that I may be referred to state 

quarantine )  and that I shall abide by and apply all prescribed protocols and measures in 

force with a view to preventing the introduction and spread of the COVID-19 virus, which 

are in pursuance with the Decision on recommendations for prevention, provisional 

measures, compulsory measures, purpose-specific protocols, plans and algorithms for 

procedures for protection of the health of the population against the COVID-19 contagious 

disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, cases, and on the period of application thereof. 

            Signature 

        _________________________ 

Time of entrance _____________________ 

Certification by an official person from  

Ministry of the Interior of   

the Republic of North Macedonia  

 

______________________________________ 

(signature and seal) 


